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Retail Case Study
Specialty Apparel Chain
Converts Store Traffic into Buyers
with Tyco Retail Solutions

Shopper
Conversion

// Summary
Industry:

Textiles, Apparel
and Luxury Goods

Solutions: Traffic Intelligence
Enterprise Manager
Benefits:

Track conversion
Optimize staffing
Evaluate promotions
Increase sales

As one of the world’s leading
premium lifestyle brands, a major
retailer sells apparel and licensed
products through more than 1,000
company-owned and franchised
retail stores at locations around
the world. To meet the target of
the parent company for 8% –
10% annual global growth, the
executives launched an initiative to
monitor store traffic in its European
region which accounts for 45% of
global sales. To gain insight into
their store operations and not
just collect data, they selected
Tyco’s Traffic Intelligence offering
to measure and drive shopper
conversion. As a result, the
executives can better understand
shopper behavior, secure fast
feedback on merchandising
initiatives, conduct cross-store
comparisons, and leverage credible
conversion metrics to improve
store operations.

Project Scope

slow comparison studies, and managers’

Under pressure to deliver organizational

instincts to estimate the effectiveness

growth and improve in-store operations,

of their promotions, store layouts, staff

the European Sales Region deployed Tyco’s

training and deployment, and merchandise

Traffic Intelligence Solution. With a network

displays.

of 235 stores across 16 countries, the
region can now use real-time data to guide
promotional, merchandising, and staffing
decisions in order to maximize conversion
and sales.

Challenge
The retail stores give shoppers an
experience that projects the brand’s
unique style and spirit. In 2011, shoppers
responded by delivering double-digit
comparable-store sales growth despite
an uncertain economic period. However,
like other brick and mortar retailers, the
retailer knows sustaining high performance
in expensive retail locations demands
operational excellence as well as a
compelling brand experience.
But online retailers have enjoyed an
advantage in “measurement factors” – the
ability to assess advertising performance,
customer behavior, and sales with
precision and immediacy. Lacking these
same timely performance metrics, brick
and mortar retailers are often forced to
rely on indirect data, manual counts,
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Additionally, the executives recognize
that objective, accurate measurement of
the number of shoppers in their stores
is fundamental to operations and Traffic
Intelligence is critical to measure and drive
shopper conversion.

Solution Highlights

conversion metrics to the report. With

customers. This kind of information enables

// The retailer installed overhead video

a successful network-intensive data

the organization to direct investments

sensors throughout its network of

export operation, the system delivers

outside the store to improve traffic or inside

235 stores across 16 countries in

uptime and rapid performance, along

the store to maximize conversion and

their European Sales Region to better

with necessary security access controls

average sale. Individual stores were able

manage in-store operations. All sensors,

that the business requires.

to optimize critical shopper-to-associate

including legacy thermal counters,
were connected to an installation of
Tyco Enterprise Manager. Enterprise
Manager integrates information from
Traffic Monitoring, Electronic Article
Surveillance, Inventory Management,
and other store systems by secure
Virtual Private Network (VPN) links at
Corporate Headquarters. Information
is consolidated at Headquarters
and reports are distributed to store
managers via email every morning.
// Employees enjoy the Traffic Intelligence
solution’s ease of use, with store
managers quickly up and running after
initial training. The Traffic Site Dashboard

// Beyond system performance and
features, Tyco’s global reach supports
the complex system of cross border
stores in 16 European countries.
Tyco offers a comprehensive solution
to help the retailer understand and
predict optimal staffing patterns,
exposure to shoplifting and organized

staffing ratios to maintain exceptional
service levels. The executives expect that
new insights into shopper behavior, fast
feedback on merchandising initiatives,
cross-store comparisons, and credible
conversion metrics from traffic intelligence
will help them meet or exceed their
ambitious goals.

retail theft, inventory requirements for

Given the success of the Traffic Intelligence

replacement-intensive items, and more.

initiative, the executives at the European

// By providing remote expert monitoring
of in-store systems with multiplelanguage support and rapid on-site
repair service, the retailer can assure
consistency system performance.

empowers regional managers with

Results

a top-level, at-a-glance view of store

With Tyco Traffic Intelligence, the retail

traffic and will soon be integrated with

executives understand whether a good

point-of-sale (POS) data to add real-time

sales day was due to more shoppers in the

headquarters are already exploring
customization to schedule and automate
distribution of reports by email – a valuable
extension that is well within the capabilities
of the Tyco open standards platform.

store or better conversion of shoppers into

The Solution
The retail executives believed that improving in-store operations was
based on successfully managing three critical performance factors:
prospect traffic, conversion rates and average sale.
• Prospect traffic tracks the number of shoppers in the store and correlates those
figures to day of the week, season, weather, and other recurring factors. As a
result, retailers can understand how their advertising and promotional efforts
are attracting shoppers to their stores.
• Conversion rate, is the percentage of those shoppers who buy something.
Calculated as the number of POS transactions divided by store traffic,
conversion assesses how well a store turns shoppers into buyers – through
effective staffing, training, merchandise displays, and other factors in which a
premium retailer invests heavily.
• Average sale per customer is gathered from POS records.
Together these three factors can determine sales, but this retailer wanted to gain
insight into its operations, not just collect data. After reviewing four traffic intelligence
offerings, the retailer worked with Tyco to select Traffic Intelligence Solutions to
measure and drive shopper conversion.
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Global strength. Local expertise.
At your service.
Leverage our
strength and
experience

North America Headquarters

Continental Europe Headquarters

1501 Yamato Road
Boca Raton, FL 33431
United States
Phone: +1 877 258-6424

Am Schimmersfeld 5-7
40880 Ratingen
Germany
Phone: +49 2102 7141 0

Latin America Headquarters

Asia-Pacific Headquarters

provider of integrated retail performance

No.26 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2
Level 1
Singapore 569507
Phone: +65 63898000

and security solutions, deployed today

South Africa Headquarters

retail enterprises. Operating in more

1 Charles Crescent
Eastgate Ext 4, Sandton
South Africa
Phone: +086 12 12 400

than 70 countries worldwide, Tyco

1501 Yamato Road
Boca Raton, FL 33431
United States
Phone: +1 877 258 6424

United Kingdom/Ireland Regional
Headquarters
Security House, The Summit
Hanworth Road
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex. TW16 5DB
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1932 743 432

Tyco Retail Solutions is a leading global

at more than 80 percent of the world’s
top 200 retailers. Customers range
from single-store boutiques to global

Retail Solutions provides retailers with
real-time visibility to their inventory and
assets to improve operations, optimize
profitability and create memorable
shopper experiences.
The Tyco Retail Solutions portfolio for
retailers is sold direct through Tyco
businesses and authorized business
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partners around the world.

Tyco Retail Solutions
Global Headquarters
Freier Platz 10
CH-8200 Schaffhausen
Switzerland
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